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also known as Francesco Barozzi
(b. Candia, Crete, 9 August 1537; d. Venice, Italy, 23 November 1604)
mathematics, astronomy.
A Venetian patrician, Barocius received a humanistic education and achieved an admirable command of Greek and Latin. He
studied at the University of Padua and, according to his own account, lectured there about 1559 on the Sphere of Sacrobosco.
Barociuaʾ edition of Proclusʾ commentary on the first book of Euclid’s Elements was the first important translation of this
work, for it was based on better manuscripts than previous efforts had been. The translation, published at Venice in 1560, was
completed by Barocius at the age of twenty-two.
In 1572 he brought out a Latin translation of Hero’s book on war machines, and in 1588 he completed his corrections,
unpublished to this day, of a manuscript copy of Federicus Commandinusʾ translation of Pappusʾ Collectio. His translation of
the Archimedean De dimensionibus also is still in manuscript. Barocius wrote in Italian on rythmomachia (1572), a number
game that he attributed to Pythagoras but that appears to go back only to eleventh century. The book is based on Boissière’s
work on the same subject (Paris, 1556). Barocius composed a Latin treatise on thirteen ways to draw two parallel lines in a
plane (1572) and an elementary Cosmographia (1585), based on the Sphere of Sacrobosco and containing chapters on
meteorology and physical geography. Barocius noted eighty-four errors in Sacrobosco’s work, largely, according to Thorndike,
matters of definition and order of treatment. The “errors” did not include the geocentric theory, and a marginal comment
condemned as false the opinion of Aristarchus and Copernicus.
Barocius had a stormy career. In 1587 he was brought before the Inquisition on charges of sorcery, and more particularly of
having caused a torrential rainstorm in Crete. He was sentenced to provide silver crosses at a cost of 100 ducats and
condemned to remian in prison at the pleasure of the Holy Office (apparently a suspended sentence). After the trial the only
work that he published was another edition of the Cosmographia (1598).
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